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Safe harbor statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995:
This presentation may contain forward-looking statements 
that involve risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. If any such 
uncertainties materialize or if any of the assumptions proves 
incorrect, the results of salesforce.com, inc. could differ 
materially from the results expressed or implied by the 
forward-looking statements we make. All statements other 
than statements of historical fact could be deemed forward-
looking, including any projections of product or service 
availability, subscriber growth, earnings, revenues, or other 
financial items and any statements regarding strategies or 
plans of management for future operations, statements of 
belief, any statements concerning new, planned, or upgraded 
services or technology developments and customer contracts 
or use of our services.

The risks and uncertainties referred to above include – but 
are not limited to – risks associated with developing and 
delivering new functionality for our service, new products and 
services, our new business model, our past operating losses, 
possible fluctuations in our operating results and rate of 
growth, interruptions or delays in our Web hosting, breach of 
our security measures, the outcome of any litigation, risks 
associated with completed and any possible mergers and 
acquisitions, the immature market in which we operate, our 

relatively limited operating history, our ability to expand, 
retain, and motivate our employees and manage our growth, 
new releases of our service and successful customer 
deployment, our limited history reselling non-salesforce.com 
products, and utilization and selling to larger enterprise 
customers. Further information on potential factors that could 
affect the financial results of salesforce.com, inc. is included 
in our annual report on Form 10-K for the most recent fiscal 
year and in our quarterly report on Form 10-Q for the most 
recent fiscal quarter. These documents and others containing 
important disclosures are available on the SEC Filings 
section of the Investor Information section of our Web site.

Any unreleased services or features referenced in this or 
other presentations, press releases or public statements are 
not currently available and may not be delivered on time or at 
all. Customers who purchase our services should make the 
purchase decisions based upon features that are currently 
available. Salesforce.com, inc. assumes no obligation and 
does not intend to update these forward-looking statements.

Safe Harbor Statement
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Introduction and Overview

• Principal Business Analyst, 

• Salesforce MVP

• 5x Salesforce Certified

• Author, Practical Salesforce.com Development Without Code

Phil Weinmeister

@philweinmeister phil.weinmeister@cloudcraze.com
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This session may be valuable for:

• Administrators

• Analysts

• Declarative Developers

Today, we will utilize Salesforce’s new tool, Process 
Builder, to automate processes within the context of 
the Sales Cloud.

Specifically, we will be working with a hypothetical 
scenario that involves account, opportunity, and case 
records, Chatter, approval processes, and more.

Hands-on Training Overview 5

opportunities

Accounts Opportunities Cases

• Review our organization and scenario

• Process builder: Introduction / process 
creation

• Process builder: Defining criteria

• Exercise 1: Create new process and 
define criteria for first action group

• Process builder: Introduction to actions

• Exercise 2: Add actions based on 1st

decision point

Agenda

• Process builder: Multiple decision points

• Exercise 3: Define criteria for a second 
action group

• Process builder: Additional actions

• Exercise 4: Add actions based on 2nd

decision point and activate your process

• Exercise 5: Validate your automation work

• Q & A

6
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Our Sales Cloud Scenario

Your organization, CodeTalkers, provides B2B language training services. 

The training is typically delivered to customer service departments to help 

agents communicate in multiple languages. CodeTalkers has always had 

trouble identifying which of their accounts were actually active subscribers.

You’ve been brought in to bring some much-needed organization and 

optimization to the CodeTalkers’ sales process. You’ll need to:
• Establish a process to identify accounts as active subscribers

• Automate submission of an approval request to make that happen

• Trigger various actions when a customer becomes an active subscriber, include the 
update of child records and the creation of a brand new record

• Automate all of the above without a single line of code.

Our Scenario
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Let’s Build a Process!

Process Builder is a declarative development (i.e., 
configuration-based) tool that drives business 
process automation within Salesforce.

There are three basic elements:

Object and Details

Criteria

Actions

What is Process Builder?

Process Builder is more powerful than Workflow, 
but less powerful than Visual Workflow.

NOTE:
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You’ll configure the following settings when defining your criteria:

Criteria for Executing Actions: Use the “criteria selection” tool, use formula builder, or avoid 
criteria altogether and always trigger the actions.

Set Conditions / Build Formula: The “meat” of your criteria configuration. You will need to 
provide logical statements or a formula, just like with Workflow.

Conditions: If you are using conditions (as opposed to a formula), you will need to establish 
the condition logic (e.g., “AND”, “OR”, etc.).

Defining Process Criteria

NOTE: The decision to use conditions or a formula is often a matter of preference, 
but can result in notable time savings depending on the scenario.

NOTE:

Goal:
Create a new process to be used for the purpose of automating specific 
Sales Cloud-related operations. Establish the criteria that will trigger the 
first set of corresponding actions.

Tasks:
1. Create a new process within Process Builder.
2. Configure the new process to be used with account records. 
3. Name the criteria for your first action group and define the criteria type.
4. Set criteria conditions and condition logic.

Scenario:
Codetalkers needs to systematically capture subscription information at the account 
level. Specifically, the organization wants to be able to easily identify whether an 
account is an active subscriber or not. Additionally, CodeTalkers would like to ensure 
accuracy with a manual approval during the process.

Time: 7 minutes

1: Create New Process and Define Initial Criteria
EXERCISE
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Arguably, the most exciting aspect of Process Builder is the variety of 
actions that can be executed via automation. Many of the actions available 
in Process Builder are not available in Workflow.

Actions in Process Builder

NOTE:

Action Available in Workflow?
Apex No
Create a Record Partial
Email Alerts Yes
Flows No
Post to Chatter No
Quick Actions No
Submit for Approval No
Update Records Partial

Goal:
Build and use a custom report type to retrieve data that spans multiple object 
types.

Tasks:
1. Configure an action to update Subscriber Status.
2. Configure an action to automatically submit the Account record for approval. 

Scenario:
CodeTalkers wants to ensure that a manual review occurs to determine whether a 
recently won opportunity for a non-subscriber warrants a change in subscriber status to 
“Active.” An approval process will need to be initiated to make this happen.

Time: 5 minutes

2: Add Actions within First Action Group
EXERCISE
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Another powerful aspect of Process Builder is the concept 
of multiple decision points with your flow (process). Within 
Workflow, you can achieve something similar through 
nested IF statements, but who wants to deal with that?

Multiple Decision Points

NOTE:

IF(logical_test, value_if_true,
IF(logical_test, value_if_true,

IF(logical_test, value_if_true, value_if_false)
)

)

In Process Builder, you can visually design a process that utilizes 
if/then logic in a simple, clear way. Also, others who look at work will 
actually be able to understand it without an agonizing dissection!

NOTE:

Goal:
Establish the criteria that will trigger the second set of corresponding actions.

Tasks:
1. Name the criteria for your second action group and define the criteria type.
2. Set criteria conditions and condition logic . 

Scenario:
CodeTalkers wants to trigger a set of automated actions when an account is first 
classified as an active subscriber.

Time: 5 minutes

3: Define Criteria for Second Action Group
EXERCISE
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What type of actions can be automated in Process 
Builder within the context of Sales Cloud?

• Update child opportunities (Type, Stage, 
Probability, Expected Revenue, Owner, etc.)

• Create a completely new opportunity

• Create a task related to a specific opportunity

• Update one or more opportunity products

• Add opportunity products to an opportunity

• Update/create contracts

• Update/create quotes

Process Builder for Sales Cloud

NOTE:

accounts

casescontracts

opportunities

products

quotes

You can update related (child) records through a Process Builder action.

This is huge!

Updating Related Records

NOTE:

Account

Opportunity 1 Opportunity 2 Opportunity 3 NOTE:

Account

Opportunity 1
Amount = 1M

Opportunity 2
Amount = 5K

Opportunity 3
Amount = 5M

Option 2:
Update select related records 

(e.g., Amount > 100K)

Option 1:

Update all related records
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Tasks:
1. Configure an action to automatically create a onboarding case for the new 

subscriber account .
2. Configure an action that will automatically post to Chatter about the new 

subscriber . 
3. Configure an action that will update child opportunities associated with this 

account.
4. Activate your process.

Scenario:
CodeTalkers wants to kick off a number of automated actions when a subscriber is first 
activated.

Time: 8 minutes

4: Add Actions to Second Action Group / Activate
EXERCISE

Tasks:
1. Update an opportunity as though it was just recently Closed / Won.
2. Approve a related approval request that was triggered by your “Sales Cloud 

Automation” process. 
3. Validate the actions resulting from the “Sales Cloud Automation” process.

Scenario:
An opportunity is won that brings aboard a new CodeTalkers subscriber. Validate all of 
the expected automated behaviors that should be triggered.

Time: 5 minutes

5: Run (and Validate) Your Process
EXERCISE
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• Process Builder enables business process automation within 
Salesforce.

• Process Builder allows for the automation of many more types of 
operations than those that can be automated with Workflow (rules).

• Process Builder is not as powerful as Visual Workflow, but is more 
intuitive and has a much cleaner/simpler UI.

• Process Builder requires NO CODE!

Key Takeaways

Provide Your Feedback with 
Our Session Survey

22

Don’t forget...
Tell us what you think with 

the session survey.
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Related Resources from Phil

@PhilWeinmeister

bit.ly/sfdcdevnocode
Interested in Commerce & Communities? 
Visit booth N1204 this week - you could 
win a scooter board!

Q+A
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Thank You


